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1 Security Risks To Software Applications

Internet in the current era is the most widely used platform by users not just for exchanging information,
but also for doing business and purchasing software products [Heu03, MJOC01, DL00, RJA03, MMV93].
This requires that confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the data or software product be vital when
it is being transmitted via network. However, it is possiblefor a malicious user to perform illegal actions
that releases important data of the user or product into the market. It is therefore, important to employ
tougher security mechanisms that secures the product or user data and prevents a malicious user from taking
advantage of security glitches in the system. This paper describes some of the risks to software applications
within software publishers, its impact on users, and how application hardening and run-time protection
mitigate security risks.

Gone are days where users acquired most of their software in physical package allowing a purchaser
to verify the publisher and are guaranteed that the softwareis malware-free. With the current trend, where
most of the software is being downloaded off the internet [RBR04], it is difficult to guarantee that a product
is malware-free. Software publishers are facing major challenges in providing confidence to purchasers
that the product is indeed verified and secure due to various security attacks encountered by the users.
This is because, valuable software containing code, important private data, algorithms and secrets are being
captured by hackers or competitors usingreverse engineering, identity theftand other malicious acts, or by
tampering software code. The attackers use these techniques in producing a softwarethat is exact copy of
the original software or manipulating the original software by hacking into the system and causing harm to
users. To look at each of these in specific,reverse engineeringis the process by which competitors analyze
the code of a software that was run without security protection and produce an exact copy of it and publish
their version of the software to the market [CC+90]. In a survey, it was stated that reverse-engineering and
theft have a major impact on businesses and the only way to prevent it is through code protection. Another
case is where the malicious user tampers the code which leadsto corruption of the software or identity theft
of software user. This was seen in a study conducted by Microsoft which indicated that “35 percent of
counterfeit software consisted of harmful code” [RL07]. These are a few of the cases as to how software
publishers are in risk of proving their credibility. It is therefore, very important to have proper encryption
technologies that should be applied to the software code as even a slightest negligence can lead to developers
leaving their code to harmful users accidentally.

The next topic of discussion is to understand how users fall victims as a result of navigating to fraudu-
lent websites to download a software package that is infected with malware. Anything is possible these days
with internet. Users are prone to being deceived by hackers who make the users believe in a fake website.
Phishingis a best example where attackers trick the users into believing a website to be legitimate enough to
download malicious software and in that process, steal users personal data such as credit card number, email
address, etc. [G+04]. Simply put, phishing is an illegal attempt to steal private data of users or leading them
to download an infected software by displaying fake messages. For example, a common fraud that exists
is where an alert pops up on a legitimate website that provides a malicious link to download an updated
version of Adobe Flash Player. The hacker may make a user download this malicious software in order to
inject a virus into the system that gives remote control of the system and gives access to users’ personal
data [DTH06]. This is an example ofcounterfeit software scamthat uses names of legitimate software to
deceive the users. Even more dangerous isspear phishingthat targets specific people in specific compa-
nies [Hon12]. The hackers aim to steal trade secrets and sellit to competitors by stealing data without the
knowledge of the users by sneaking into the network.Packet sniffingis used by hackers to capture network
traffic data and analyze sensitive information retrieved from users [ARC02]. This attack is dangerous as any
unencrypted data such as passwords and private data can be easily captured and manipulated by this tech-
nique. This brings in the need for proper encryption and defense mechanisms to counter attack the security



breaches.

2 Proactive Measures

A software when executed should have capabilities of accurately identifying and blocking attacks, prevent
it from running debugger which allows attackers to examine aprogram while running, respond to malicious
activities by replacing tampered code with original code during runtime, send alerts during an event of attack
launch, and exit the application when a runtime attack is identified. Another technique is to use open-source
one-time password and mutual authentication system for purchasing and downloading a software [FK99,
ABC+06]. A user can be provided with a one-time password which is encrypted by the server’s public key,
sent to the server, validated and authenticated and the hashvalues generated by the server and the client to
be matched in order to launch the website.

Currently, there are diverse technology-based preventative measures that software publishers can im-
plement to fight against software piracy. Some publishers use the technique of implementing secure code-
writing practices [Goo07, MF98] while many other software publishes implement self-based protection [GAL+05].
Publishers who rely on their self-protecting capabilitiesusually have limited security options to maintain the
security code from hackers. Many software publishers use commercially available software solutions to fight
piracy which leads to faster results and investment savings.

In conclusion, software publishers and users downloading the software are exposed to a lot of risks
that are unavoidable due to large-scale internet systems. However, vigorous security mechanisms should be
employed during all phases of developing a software and alsoafter the product is out to the customers in
order to prevent attackers from exploiting the software publishers and users using the software.
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